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Newsletter : 

11th November 2022 
 
 
 

Seven Fields Primary School-Newsletter 

 

Value:  Forgiveness 

 

Mag 7 value: Believing in 

yourself  

 

Dear Parent/Carer 
 

Isn’t it amazing how our core values of independence, confidence and resilience always appear to be lessons in life? This 
week I feel that we have had to be very resilient as we have had a number of visits and visitors come to support and 
challenge the work we do. Some teachers have been out on training this week and as our Trust is based in Oxford, often 
the extra time it takes to travel means staff have to be resilient. Children also have to be resilient in their absence and 
remember the expectations that have been set at the beginning of the year. (I enjoyed teaching in Kestrels one         
afternoon.)  
 

We also had to deal with a 6 hour fire risk assessment from the Fire service. Mrs Luker was pleased with the outcome. 
We also had disruption to classes because of class photo day and our governors were in to do some monitoring of   
standards and talk to some pupils.  
 

Early Years have been audited this week and we were very pleased that there was very little to improve on. Our Trust 
colleague was very impressed with the provision in place for all children. We were also visited by the EYFS lead for   
Swindon who was particularly impressed with the way staff supported pupils in the EYFS. Well done Mrs Still to you and 
your team. 
 

Following on from our phonics day last week, the phonics leader for RWInc asked to come to school to film some of our 
children for the national website. She was very grateful, so, thank you if you were one of the parents who gave your  
permission.  
 

Our Year 6 pupils also had to show resilience when they played in our football match this week. Sometimes you can get 
buffeted off the ball and feel a little aggrieved. In such times we have to be resilient to carry on and ensure we support 
one another. I am very proud of the endeavours of our football team at the moment.  
 

In assembly today we spent some time on the meaning of remembrance. Children have been colouring in their poppies 
that they brought to assembly and were encouraged to write on them the names of people they want to remember. We 
will display the poppies in the hall.  
 

Sometimes we have to be resilient and when I reflect on the duty, sacrifice and resilience of those who fought for us in 
worldwide conflicts, I feel being a little uncomfortable is incomparable. However being able to get back up and carry on 
regardless is a life skill we should always teach our children. Whatever problems you are faced with at the moment, do 
remember that if we can, we will help but we all have to be resilient in the face of adversity. 
 

Enjoy your weekend. 
 
 

D Booth 
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Dojos gained this week 
Class Total Dojos Class Winner 

Mrs Still 261 Macey 19 

Miss Mitchell 364 Harper 32 

Miss Goss 396 Macie 43 

Miss Grimwood 544 Quinn 41 

Mrs Wright & Miss 
Demain 310 Ella-Rose 35 

Miss Smith  440 Eli 26 

Mrs Shipman 133 Jae-Jay 10 

Mr Bagley 194 Leo 15 

Miss Martin 473 Renesmee 29 

Miss Jessop 259 Amirah 8 

Mr Donnelly 111 Tyler 18 

Follow us on twitter @sevenfieldsprim 

Certificates 

Congratulations to   
anyone who has been 

nominated by your 
teacher this week 

 

Well done to you all on 
your  

achievements ! 

Butterflies  Isla for being amazing at carpet time Lacey for being a super role model 
around the classroom  

Fireflies  Crystal for being a Seven Fields         Jaxson for fantastic writing  

Bumblebees Jaxon for always being a Seven Fields 
role model  

Sofia for super writing of words from our 
book of the week  

Robins Alfie for  working hard in English  Macie for working hard in Maths this 
week  

Sparrows Sheldon for looking after the school  Darcie for trying her best in Maths this 
week  

Wrens Macie for effort in English and Maths Freddie for effort in his Maths this week  

Puffins Eli for great contributions in class Ajay for great contributions in lessons and 
much better focus 

Kingfishers Lucas  for settling well in to Kingfisher 
class 

Seth for believing in himself and showing 
good independence in his work 

Hummingbirds Mia for believing in herself and pushing 
passed her limits  

Ellie for her amazing attitude towards her 
work and treating everyone with respect  

Falcons Taylor-Jay for always putting his hand up 
to participate in lessons  

Eira for showing enthusiasm for          
improving her Maths and working hard 

Eagles Laison for working hard on his           
explanation text  

Wyatt for solving Maths word problems 
using new skills 

Kestrels  Lily for always putting her hand up to 
contribute in lesson and enjoying her 
learning  

Riley for doing some excellent creative 
writing  

Special mentions Joshua for being an amazing role model 
when taking part in his lunchtime    
student assistant role 

Shyanne for showing wonderful       
listening skills when lining up at 
lunchtime  

Harry for showing wonderful skills when 
taking part in his student line assistant 
role, settling high expectations and giving 
clear instructions  

Isabelle for showing wonderful listening 
skills when lining up at lunchtime  

Attendance  

Fireflies  

Bumblebee Class  

Robin Class 91.50 

Sparrow Class 85.50 

Wren Class 91.41 

Puffin Class 93.93 

Kingfisher Class 95.00 

Hummingbird Class 93.67 

Falcon Class 93.45 

Kestrel Class 98.42 

Eagle Class 92.35 

This week’s certificate nominations are as follows: 

And the attendance cup goes to: 

KESTRELS  
This week’s winners of 

the Dojo cup are: 

SPARROWS 

Congratulations 

and well done 
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House points totals this 

week and overall totals so 

far: 

 

Snowdon   249 

 

Slieve Donard  245 

 

Ben Nevis   203 

 

Scafell Pike   244 

 

This weeks behaviour cup winners is:  

Macie for being kind and helpful, showing   

independence and following the mag 7    

also a special mention to Jake who has 

been extra kind, sharing and following the 

mag 7 

They are back! Hot chocolate Fridays have returned and we would like to say a huge well done to the following      

children for receiving the most dojos in their class this week and joined by Mrs still this week were: 

Leo, Macie, Renesmee, Eli, Quinn, Ella-Rose, Amirah and Tyler  
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By showing wonderful listening skills and taking pride in their lunchtime student 
assistant roles the following children were invited for hot chocolate this week: 

Ethan, Joshua, Harry, Isabelle and Shyanne  

The lunchtime staff are very proud of you  

We have 

seen some 

lovely    

pieces of          

collaborative 

art go up 

around KS2 

this week.  
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Butterfly class have been exploring the life cycle of a  
pumpkin 

 

Children in Robins class made a salad in DT lessons this 
week where they used cutting and peeling skills. 
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Well done to Isla, Charlie, Oscar, Twyla and Frankie who won    
tokens for their book reviews as selected by the randomiser in  

todays assembly. 
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Information: 
Anti-bullying week 

Monday 14th please wear odd socks  

There will also be a special assembly in 

the week 

School photos will take place 

again next Wednesday 16th    

November for early years PM 

children and catch from last 

week for anyone who was absent 

last week 

Please make sure children are 

in school everyday and on 

time. Lateness causes a child's 

attendance to lower and also 

causes disruptions in class for 

others when arriving late.   

Pupils must also be in correct 

uniform everyday. 

School dinners are to be 

booked by midnight every 

Thursday. 


